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SUBJECT: Coordinated decision on the allocation of investment costs regarding the
Investment request for the gas pipeline Omišalj_Zlobin_Bosiljevo_Sisak-
Kozarac-Slobodnica - Phase I

Dear Sirs,

Based on the Investment request foľ the gas pipeline omišalj-Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozarac-
Slobodnica - Phase I submitted on 14 October 2016, pursuant to Article l2(3) of Regulation
(EU) No 347120|3 of the European Paľliament and of the Council of 17 April 2013 on
guidelines for trans-Euľopean eneľgy infrastructure and ľepealing Decision No l364l2006/EC
and amending Regulations (EC) No 71312009, (EC) No. 71412009 and (EC) No 71512009
(hereinafter: Regulation (EU) No 34712013), and taking into account ACER Recommendation
No 5/2015, we are informing you on the outcomes of the consultations between national
regulatoľy authoľities concerned and on the cooľdinated decision on the allocation of
investment costs, as follows.
The gas pipeline omišalj-Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozaľac-Slobodnica _ Phase I (fuľthermoľe:
gas pipeline), which relates to the pľoject oť common interest 6.5.2. Gas pipeline Zlobin-
Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozaľac-Slobodnica, is one of the stľategic energy pľojects of the Republic of
Croatia and for the Euľopean Union. This project, consisting of thľee connected pipeline
sections fľom omišalj-Zlobin,Z|obin-Kozarac and Kozaľac-Slobodnica, is the main evacuation
pipeline for the gas fľom LNG Terminal on the island of I(ľk and for the gas impoľted by the
futuľe lonian-Adriatic pipeline. With its geographical route and planned capacity, this gas
pipeline is intended for the supply of natuľal gas to Cľoatia, Hungary and other countries of
Centľal-East and South-Eastem Euľope. Given that these countries are highly dependent on
natural gas supply from Russia. a new gas supply route from the LNG Terminal on the island
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of Krk in Cľoatia through this gas pipeline will represent one of tlre key alternatives of gas

supply.

As stated in tlre pľoject-specific cost benefit arralysis' being paľt of the Investment request. both
tlre financial and tlre econolnic pľofitability of the pľoject weľe deteľmirred. based on the

identified costs and beneÍits. The financial pľofitability of the pľoject is of utmost inrportance
foľ the pľoject pľomoteľ whilst tlre economic profitability is inrpoľtant foľ the society in geneľal.

Firrancial proÍitability of tlre project was detennilred by tlre revenue and expenditures
assessment. Revenue was assessed based on the expected level of gas pipeline utilization and
the ľelated average gas transmission tariffs' whilst costs have been assessed based on the
analysis of the operative, administrative and otheľ pľocesses which will take place duľing the
gas pipeline constľuction and operation. The preliminary level of the gas pipeline utilization
was assessed based on market research, i.e. non-binding phase of Open Season procedure. Final
level of the gas pipeline utilization will be known when project pľomoteľ conducts the binding
capacity booking procedure.

Economic profitability of the project was determined by the cost-benefit analysis. Socio-
economic benefits of the project related to competition, market integration, sustainability and
security of gas supply, have been calculated and monetized by the ENTSOG. Therefore, the
construction of the gas pipeline will contľibute to achievement of Euľopean energy objectives
and in particulaľ to:

- cnhanced competitiveness and further maľket integration by saved costs of gas supply,
- improved sustainability through saved costs of coal supply and COz emissions, and
- increased security of gas supply thľough savings of avoided gas disruptions.

Pursuant to Article l2(5) of Regulation (EU) No 34712013, Cľoatian Energy Regulatory
Agency (hereinafter: HERA) provides detailed information as the basis on which costs weľe
allocated among Croatia and Hungary.

]. An evaluaĺion of ĺhe identifi.ed impacts, including concerning network tari.ffi

By detailed cost-benefit analysis being part of the Investment request, project revenues were
calculated by project promoteľ on the basis of incremental gas flows and average gas

transmission cost.

Incľemental gas flows ľepľesent the sum of gas flows from LNG Teľminal on the island of Kľk
with exit from Cľoatia to Hungary. At the same time, gas flows fľom LNG Terminal with exit
in Cľoatia are treated as the substitute flow due to the fact, that in case oťincreased gas demand
in Croatia and without pľoject implementation, gas would be impoľted to Croatia through
cuľľent interconnections with Slovenia at Rogatec and with Hungary at Dravaszerdahely, so
those gas flows weľe excluded from the calculations.

Aveľage gas transmission cost is calculated for each year as a minimum of curľent average gas

tľansmission cost and new average gas tľansmission cost calculated foľ the situation when the
project is implemented. In this approach the general assumption is made, that regulated
ľevenues from the pľoject will be recovered to the extent that will not incľease the current
aveľage gas transmission cost. The current average gas transmission cost for Cľoatia is
calculated as the ľatio between current ľegulated revenue and cuľrent gas flows in the system,
and amounts2'44 EUR/Mwh in 20l6, with an average of 2.37 EUR/MWh in the period Ż019-
2038. The new gas transmission cost for Croatia is calculated as the ratio between total
ľegulated ľevenues when the pľoject is implemented and the total gas flows in the system
including the incremental gas flows related to the project, resulting with an aveľage of 2.74
EUR/MWh foľ the period 2019-2038. Theľefore' following the above mentioned assumption
that regulated ľevenues fľom the project will be recoveľed to the extent that will not increase
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the current aveľage gas transnrission cost. the resulting average gas tľansmission cost with tlre
pľoject implemented will amount from2.24 EUR/Mwh in 20l9 up to 2.37 EUR/MWh in 2038.
with an average of 236 EUR/MWh in the same period.

HERA lras evaluated afoľernentioned calculation and tlreľefoľe notes tlrat furtheľ incľease of
transmission tariff would not be ľeasonable, and theľefore any financial gap foľ the project to
be sustainable should be covered by the financial support from the Connecting Euľope Facility.
Fuftheľnrore. gas volumes used foľ the puľpose of ľevenue calculation were based on the ľesults
of tlre non-binding phase of the open Season proceduľe. wheľeas final ľesults will be known
when pľoject promoteľ conducts the binding capacity booking pľocedure. Therefore' in the
Investment ľequest it has been stated that the development of Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozarac
pipeline section will be confirmed according to the ľesults of binding capacity booking
pľocedure, which HERA considers to be essential and a key condition for the implementation
ofthe project.

2. An evaluation o.f the business plan re.ferred to in paragraph 3(b)

Business plan as a part of the Investment ľequest provides detailed description of the
development pľocess of the gas pipeline omišalj-Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozaľac-Slobodnica
- Phase I. It also gives analysis of ľegional gas markets and their development regarding futuľe
gas demand and futuľe development of the gas transmission pipelines. Furthermore, the
business plan evaluates financial aspects for the pľoject development, as addition to the CBA
analysis. HERA considers the information and data contained in the business plan as being valid
and justified.

3. Regional oľ Union-wide positive externaliĺies, u,hich the projecĺ u,ould generaĺe

In the CBA analysis it has been calculated that total socia| welfaľe of the pľoject, which
ľepresents sum of effects calculated by ENTSOG' are approximately l ,252 mill'ion EUR, with
the sharing among countries as follows: Hungaľy 52.8%, Cľoatia 46.50Á, and Ukľaine 0.7%o.

Therefoľe, following the ACER Recommendation No 5/20l5, Croatia and Hungaľy are the only
net beneficiary EU countries foľ which Cross-Border Cost Allocation has been submitted.

Fuľthermoľe, the project oťgas pipeline omišalj-Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozarac-Slobodnica
_ Phase I, as a part of the European Noľth-South gas coľridoľ, enhances competitiveness and
furtheľ maľket integration by saved costs of gas supply, improves sustainability through saved
costs of coal supply and Coz emissions' and increases secuľity of gas supply thĺough savings
of avoided gas disľuptions. The pľoject also enables gas souľce diveľsification thľough diľect
access to the LNG Terminal on the island of Krk.

4' The resulĺ of the consultation of the projecĺ promoĺers concerned

Pľoject promoter being Croatian transmission system operator Plinacro Ltd. conducted
consultations with concemed Hungarian transmission system opeľator FGSZ Ltd., Croatian
LNG Terminal opeľator LNG Cľoatia Ltd. and Innovation and Networks Executive Agency
(INEA)' in the process of pľepaľing the Investment request, as reported in detail in the submitted
Investment request.

Finally, after joint consultations HERA and Hungaľian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory
Authority (MEKH) adopted coordinated decision on Cross-boľdeľ cost allocation' titled
"Statement ąbout agreement on Cľoss-Bordeľ Cost Allocation for the gas pipeline omišalj-
Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Koząrac-Slobodnicą-Phase /".pursuanttoArticle l2(4)ofRegulation
(EU) 347 l20 l 3 . In the coordinated decision, based on the ľesults of the CBA analysis by which
the ľesulting net beneťlts fľom the project foľ Croatia as the hosting countľy aľe higheľ than the
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costs of the project. it lras been mutually agľeed among HERA and MEKH that there aľe no

compensations ľequired and that no costs conceľning the gas pipeline omišalj-Zlobin-
Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozarac-Slobodnica - Phase I are to be allocated to Hungary based on this
Investment Request.

Howeveľ. in order to make the project sustainable, HERA considers the coverage of the

deteľmined financial gap by tlre Íinancial support fl'om tlre Connecting Europe Facility as the

cľucial step in the whole process' considering the project is conrmeľcially not viable and at the

same time pľovides significant positive extemalities in EU Membeľ States as well as in
countries in the region.

HERA also emphasizes that any increase of gas tľansmission tariff in Croatia due to the

development of new significant infrastľucture is not acceptable. Theľefoľe, development of the
gas pipeline section omišalj-Zlobin as well as of the section Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozarac
will be confiľmed and approved by HERA based on the ľesults of binding capacity booking
procedure, which HERA considers to be essential and a key condition for the implementation
ofthe pľoject.

Finally, pľoviding that binding capacity booking pľocedure or the financial support from the

Connecting Europe Facility make the project sustainable, HERA would include it in the

ľegulatory asset base of the transmission system operator Plinacľo Ltd.

With kind regaľds,

Jureković
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e Board of Commissioners
Regulatory Agency

Attachment: Statement about agreement on Cross_Border Cost Allocation for the gas pipeline omišalj-
Zlobin-Bosiljevo-Sisak-Kozarac-Slobodnica - Phase I

Agencyfor the Cooperation of Energł Regulators (ACER), Trg republike 3, l000 Ljubljana, SI

Hungarian Energł ąnd Public Utility Regulalory Authoriý, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky ut 52., l054
Budapesĺ, HU

CC:
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